Name: ________________________________________________

**Directions:** Use this sheet to help plan your Wordly Wise lesson 6 rap. You will have two, 30 minute sessions over 2 class periods to complete your rap, so the more you plan and prep, the less time you spend in class thinking and more time creating. A ROUGH DRAFT SHOULD NOT BE CREATED PRIOR TO CLASS.

1. What topic/issue would you like your rap to address: It can be important worldly issues (world peace, government transparency, helping the needy, etc.) or it can be less serious (parents cramping their kid’s style, changing school rules, people blatantly picking their nose, the pressures of a teen life, etc.)

State your issue/topic: __________________________________________________________________________

or

What interest of yours would you like to rap about? ____________________________________________

**Any topic chosen MUST be school appropriate**

2. Now that you know the topic of your rap, list specific details you’d like to use in your rap to support your topic. Your topic needs to be clear and well-focused in coordination with your details. You don’t have to use everything on your list (that’s why this is a brainstorm), but over-preparing is better than under-preparing. Some ideas just might not fit with what you are trying say. You can add more details if needed.

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Brainstorm possible words to use that rhyme with your vocabulary words. It’d be a good idea to write the vocab word with its rhyming word(s). Feel free to brainstorm more than one rhyming word.

4. Brainstorm a strong statement to make at the end of your rap. Possibly a call to action or final feeling/comment you have about the topic/issue. You can modify this statement as needed as you write and finalize your rap.